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oming straight from the practice
rooms of Berklee, DotBox is taking
Campus Crusade for Christ and the
Boston area by storm. The band performs
and writes their own worship songs for the

to play in front of thousands of Campus
Crusade for Christ college students. When
thinking about the band's experiences over
the past school year, Rachael Howells says,
"It's an experience that takes me outside
myself and helps me to sing in an uninhibited way." Their sound is described as a
fusion of blues and rock creating quite the

Lear crisp vocals, melodic hooks,
simple yet endearing guitar, and
image inducing lyrics adorn Will
Knox's songwriting. A British invasion of
the best kind, Will's folk acoustic style has
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collegiate group dedicated to spreading the
message and teachings of Christ. Berklee
students in the band include, Rachael Howells on vocals, Carl Sorensen on drums,
Luke Price on guitar, vocals, and fiddle,
and Jon Kolar on bass. Aside from playing
at Boston conventions, DotBox traveled
all the way to Florida over Spring Break

contemporary spin to your average church
hymn. DotBox will be performing at a
Campus Crusade retreat in New Hampshire
April 20th and 21st. The next time the
band plans to perform in the Boston are is
April 25th at the next Campus Crusade for
Christ meeting at Harvard in Cambridge, so
be sure to check them out.

caught the ears of the Songwriting Department, MP & E Department and many fellow Songwriters at Berklee. Most recently,
he was selected to be the featured songwriter by MP & E faculty for the George
Massenberg recording session. He was
also one of the winners for the Songwriting
Dept. Annual Songwriting Competition,
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By Justyne Griffin
Staff Writer
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